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Hello, my name is Michael Dillon. I have lived in Brampton now for 33 years, and I have driven a taxi
in the City of Brampton for 20 years, but my true inspirational force is now with all of the liberal arts,
and because of that fact I like to think that I am a highly unique and original individual or Artist. I have
been a musician and composer for the last 40 years, and I have produced and performed 5 original CD's
to date. My music is not published or sold in any stores and can only be purchased through me. For the
last 3 years I have been working on a website that features my CD's, poetry, visual art, and a 152 page
book involving philosophy, theology, and a form of Pythagorean numerology math based on the
frequencies of our musical notes. It is a form of math that uses only 1 to 9 (no 0), and can only be added,
multiplied, or reflected, creating a matrix language that I believe will help humanity to fight the ill effects
that are taking place from the overuse of the digital devises. I call this phenomenon "The Digitalization
of Man"; or man becoming more machine-like, making him lose his sense of "Knowing Himself" due to
the change of all Man's communications going from analog to digital in just 20 short years.
Since I have learned and developed this Matrix language I have gone form just being a
singer/songwriter to adding the credits of author, mathematician, philosopher, theorist, painter,
sculptor, web-site designer, clothing designer, and quantum physicist, in just 3 short years. I consider
myself now qualified to represent myself as the ultimate liberal artist and I offer my knowledge to the
public on my website www.God-Matrix. com absolutely free of charge with no exterior advertisements,
it's just me. I would like to begin spreading my concepts and message as an artist in the City of
Brampton where I have enjoyed living and working over the past 33 years. I sang full-time as a busker at
the farmer's market in Brampton in front of the Old Theatre in the seasons of 2007, 2008, 2009, and I
feel that the "ART IN THE OPEN" forum would be an idyllic place to begin spreading my artistic vision.
The items that I would wish to sell would include hand singed manuscripts of my thesis papers, hand
singed original visual artworks of a new form of Matrix Art that I have developed, 5 hand signed CD's of
my own original musical compositions and performances as well as hand signed original poems. Also
part of this line would be 2 different T-Shirt designs of my own original math concept and casual clothing
label known as "God Matrix". My product line seems well suited for an "ART IN THE OPEN" concept and
could not be any more artistically visual, unique and original. It seems in the last 3 years that every
action I take involving the arts is leading me to a further reaction involving the arts and all are
connecting to this central theme of the analog hand written math based on the frequencies in Hertz
(Htz) of the 7 whole notes of our solfeggio scale Do, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Ti, which involve the energies of
our planets and the musical mathematical language of the "God Matrix".
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